International Dolphin Watch (IDW)
Has an unblemished reputation as a non-profit organisation dedicated to helping dolphins since
it was founded by Dr Horace Dobbs in 1978.

Friends of IDW
1st July 2007
PLEASE SHARE THIS NEWSLETTER
Dear Friend of the dolphins
If you know anyone who would be interested in any of the issues raised in this Newsletter please forward it to them and
encourage them to visit the International Dolphin Watch website http://www.dolphinfriend.com and the Operation Sunshine
website http://www.operationsunshine.org
The Editor, Jackie Connell, welcomes Email letters on any dolphin related subject mailto:jackie.connell@ntlworld.com
HOW TO BECOME A REGISTERED FRIEND OF IDW - please pass this information on to others that you think might
like to join this global network:
We ask that everyone wishing to register as a Friend and receive our monthly Newsletters makes a donation of £10 to help with
our costs. This donation can be made online through the Dolphin Shop at
http://www.dolphinfriend.com/html/dolphin_shop.html. Please go to the Adoption & Donations section and order a donation as
if making a purchase. Alternatively, you could post an international money order, or your credit card details, to us at IDW, 10
Melton Road, North Ferriby, East Yorkshire, HU14 3ET, England.
Thank you

Dr Horace Dobbs
Honorary Director International Dolphin Watch
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PERSONALITY OF THE MONTH
JULIE KALOCZI
Hello Dolphin Lovers
Well, when Horace asked if I would write for Personality of
the Month I took a big gulp. No PhD, no big research
project. More a case of my name is Julie and I m a
dolphinoholic but here we go
I first came into contact with Horace and the work of IDW at
a Health and Healing Festival in Harrogate in the year 2000.
After having a chat with Horace at the IDW stand, I bought
his book Dolphin Healing. As well as a great love of
dolphins, I had a strong interest in the spiritual and energetic
aspects of natural healing. I was also at that time, a midwife with a passion for waterbirth. The water birth
room in York District Hospital has a seascape painted around the walls, which includes dolphins of course.
I had no idea that reading Dolphin Healing would be the beginning of a wonderful dolphin adventure that
continues to this day. I was fascinated as I read Dolphin Healing and was particularly drawn to the
Dolphinswim Programme in the Bahamas run by psychotherapist Dr Rebecca Fitzgerald and an amazing free
diver Mike Cowan.
By February 2001, I had booked a trip to the Bahamas in May when Horace and Shizuko would be joining
Rebecca. In March, I connected with both Rebecca and Horace at the first Dolphin Healing Conference held
at the Open University in Milton Keynes.
That week in Bimini was a life-changing event. Firstly, I had a big surprise in store. I was terrified of the
open ocean. May winds meant the ocean was rougher than average and the first time the dolphins came, I
was too fearful to get in the water. As a happy pool swimmer, I hadn t expected this. I spoke with the group
at the following mealtime, to see how I might get beyond my fear. Mike Cowan produced a wetsuit and life
jacket for maximum buoyancy. Sue, an experienced SCUBA diver, volunteered to escort me in the water
until I got my confidence. The human pod immediately offered me their full support. The next time the
dolphins came, in I went, no doubt looking pretty comical in all my gear! As soon as I was in the water and
looking down at those beautiful dolphins, my fear just melted away.
I watched mesmerized as Dani from
Switzerland dove down about 30ft wearing a
monofin and then slowly surfaced, turning and
weaving with two dolphins in what appeared
to be a beautifully choreographed dance. I
heard myself say silently By next year, I will
be able to do that too .
I returned to Bimini the following July like a
little mermaid. I had spent many sessions at
the local dive club in York, practicing
underwater swimming and now I was good to
go! Mike and those who had seen me the
previous year couldn t believe their eyes. I
could dance with the dolphins too and we had a ball.
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In the years to come, my initial fear of the ocean was the perfect training for me when I met others with the
same issue. I could reassure them that I had experienced it too and help them find the courage to move
through their fear.
That summer I had some incredible and profound dolphin encounters, many with long periods of eye contact.
The feelings of being zapped with dolphin energy were tangible, even 24 hours after the event on occasions.
The feelings of joy, freedom and love are hard to describe in words but I knew that hanging out with
dolphins was changing and healing me in deep ways.
In 2004, I collected peoples' experiences with the dolphins by interview. I found that their experiences
echoed mine and more. These seem to be deeply healing Beings who help us reconnect with ourselves at a
very profound level and uniquely, depending on individual need.
Now I spend each summer here in Bimini. Yes, I am here now as I write this.
Last week I had an incredible encounter with Nemo and her friends. Nemo is a young dolphin with a pectoral
fin missing, our very own Special Needs dolphin. Every year the dolphins seem to get even more up close
and personal than the year before. I have never been surrounded and sandwiched and rubbed quite so much
and yet with such gentleness dolphin heaven
I doubt if I will ever forget the amazing week we had here with Operation Sunshine s first group in 2005
when Nemo showed up several times to swim with us. It was a week of many special moments and much
laughter and joy http://www.operationsunshine.org/.
I had seen the wonderful Jackie Connell, the driving force behind Operation Sunshine, in Milton Keynes
from afar but first met her in person at the tiny seaplane airport in Miami in 2001. She was coming in from
Bimini and I was heading out. In our brief interlude she exuded what I have now come to recognize as
wonderful dolphin healing energy and her enthusiasm was boundless. Over the years I have experienced this
same quality and passion as she has worked tirelessly to support Horace and the work of IDW and take
forward Operation Sunshine.
I m a bit like young Terry, IDW s faithful Webmaster. I m more of a behind the scenes helper and
supporter. A little shy of the limelight, but it has been my pleasure to help and support the IDW Dilo Dome
Project and Operation Sunshine over the years.
Back in the UK, I spent the last few years of my work as a midwife in a public health and community
development role with Sure Start York. Group work and other skills gained in this role, has helped me to
become more involved in community life here in Bimini and support the work with the island children of
Bimini Art Centre and Mustard Seed Ministries Inc http://www.teambimini.com/ in any way I can.
The winds of change are blowing as they always do when dolphins are involved.
These last few years, I have taken my interest in energy healing and energy psychology forward and have
trained as a Group Facilitator, Reiki Master/Teacher and EFT Practitioner. I have now developed my own
practice, which I work in over the winter months. Eventually, I hope to bring groups here on dolphin
retreats, having assisted local Bahamian, Al Sweeting (www.seacrestbimini.com) over the past few years.
The adventure continues
Dolphin Blessings to you all.
Julie
Email mailto:juliekaloczi@yahoo.com
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BARGAIN OF THE MONTH

Golden Opportunity
to purchase the remaining
Original Drawings by World Famous Artist
RICO
used to illustrate

Dilo and the Call of the Deep

They are now available at the sale price of
£50 each
Rico is the pen name of the artist and photographer Richard Oldfield,
whose highly acclaimed work is published world-wide. His greatest
love is the undersea world, of which as a widely experienced diver, he
has an intimate knowledge.
Rico has worked with Horace Dobbs on a number of assignments.
The following drawings may be purchased by contacting:
Joan Walker on +44(0)1482 634599 or e-mail mailto:horace@drdobbs.karoo.co.uk
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DILO CORNER

WIN A PRIZE
DRAW A PICTURE OF A DOLPHIN
As part of IDW's Educational Programme
Each month International Dolphin Watch is sending to a school anywhere in the world:
Two Dilo books (signed by author Horace Dobbs)
Dilo Poster
Dilo Sticker
IT'S EASY TO ENTER
No age limit
All you have to do is to discuss it with a teacher, DRAW A PICTURE OF A DOLPHIN and
Email the scanned picture to mailto:idw@talk21.com or post to IDW, 10 Melton Road, North
Ferriby, E. Yorks, HU14 3ET, ENGLAND.

WINNERS THIS MONTH

Drawing by Ashlee Jerinic

Drawing by Breanna Beckley
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Congratulations to Eloise Salvidge and friends (Age 8/9).
I admire this computer print out and have sent my book Dilo in Lighthouse Bay , a
Dilo poster and our Fun Activities book to their school, says Horace.
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EDUCATION
IDEAL (Integrated Dolphin Education and Learning)
(under revision)
by Horace Dobbs
This chapter is taken from IDEAL.
IDEAL can be seen online on: http://www.dolphinfriend.com/html/ideal.html
Chapter 5
AROUSING CURIOSITY AND STIMULATING IMAGINATION AND CREATIVITY
Playful curiosity is a feature common to all young, mammals. It prepares them for survival later in life. It
was certainly one of Dilo s characteristics. When he saw pairs of eyes peering out of the sand he couldn t
resist poking his beak into the sea-bed. He quickly discovered that they belonged to fish that where hiding.

Arousing curiosity with Dilo books in English lessons stimulates interest in other subjects such as
biology. A fun way to combine the two is to have a quiz. A useful booklet containing a collection of
fascinating facts with accompanying questions about dolphins and life in the sea is available from
International Dolphin Watch.

Here is one such fascinating fact about flatfish:
Did you know that the eyes of flatfish are not always on the same side of their bodies? In fact
plaice start out like most other baby fish with eyes on opposite of their heads. When they later settle
on the seabed their eyes migrate until they are both on the tops of their heads.
This fascinating fact is followed by a Quiz Question:
(a) Are flatfish the same colour on both sides of their bodies?
(b) Dilo chased a plaice. Can you name any other flatfish?
An additional fact that can be introduced into an IDEAL English lesson is:
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Do you know that there is another noun with the same sound as plaice? Such a word is called a
homophone.
This can be followed by the quiz questions:(a) Can you spell it?
(b) What does it mean?
The answers to these are of course:(a) Place.
(b) A space or location.
A natural extension of arousing curiosity is stimulation of the imagination. In an age when frenetic
video games, which require fast thinking and co-ordination, are in vogue literacy tends to be
neglected. It is important to recognise however, that youngsters do need times of peace and quiet to
let their thoughts wander. We adults therefore have periodically to divert the young away from their
video games. We should make opportunities for them to daydream.
To say he or she is a dreamer should not be a criticism. It should be a compliment. When children
let their imaginations run free they should be encouraged to write down their thoughts and ideas
afterwards, or input them into a computer. When they do this they are on a path of creativity.

Coming Soon
JOYFUL LEARNING
SUMMARY

Humans have a unique relationship with dolphins because of their brain
size and intelligence. Encounters with these delightful sea mammals
induces a feeling of well-being. Dolphins turn work into play and have a
12

proven record of improving memory and helping those with learning
difficulties.
Joyful learning uses the mentally stimulating power of dolphins to
help children of all abilities to improve literacy. It is a holistic
approach to education in which parents and students co-operate with
teachers in a circle of creative learning in which the objectives mastering reading, writing and speaking English - are joyful
experiences.
JOKES FOR DILO
Children Writing About The Sea
1. This is a picture of an octopus. It has eight testicles. (Kelly age 6).
2. Oysters' balls are called pearls. (James age 6).
3. If you are surrounded by sea you are an Island. If you don't have sea all round
you, you are in continent. (Jane age 7).
4. Sharks are ugly and mean, and have big teeth, just like Emily Richardson.
She s not my friend no more. (Kylie age 6).
5. When ships had sails, they used to use the trade winds to cross the ocean.
Sometimes, when the wind didn't blow, the sailors would whistle to make the
wind come. My brother said they would be better off eating beans. (William
age 7).
6. I like mermaids. They are beautiful, and I like their shiny tails. How do
mermaids get pregnant? (Helen age 6).
7. I'm not going to write about the sea. My baby brother is always screaming and
being sick, my Dad keeps shouting at my Mum, and my big sister has just got
pregnant, so I can't think what to write. (Amy age 6).
8. When you go swimming in the sea, it is very cold, and it makes my willy
small. (Kevin age 6).
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DOBBS DIARY
Didge Dobbs in Buxton

Didge Dobbs alias Dr Horace
Dobbs with his first didgeridoo
made
by
an
Australian
Aborigine from a eucalyptus
branch hollowed out by termites
and decorated with a water
dreaming .

The Buxton Pavilion where the
Festival was held is set in 23 acres
of gardens with a stream, waterfalls,
lakes, a promenade, a bandstand and
a miniature railway. Buxton is a
country town set in the craggy hills
of the Peak District in Derbyshire.
Buxton was popular with the
Victorians who came to enjoy its
health giving spa and the warm
mineral waters that still flow freely
from St. Ann s Well in the centre of
the town.

St. Ann s Well, which supplies the
popular, bottled Buxton Water.

On Sunday 24th June 2007 the Tenth Health and Healing Festival in Buxton came to a spectacular
close. It happened quite spontaneously and unexpectedly.
Eshua, a Didgeridoo Healer, was visiting England for the first time
to walk the land of his Celtic ancestors bringing with him some of
the knowledge of the earth spirits inherited from his Australian
Aborigine grandfather. As a last minute addition to the festival he
was not included in the official programme. Nonetheless he slotted
in easily with other participants and gave unscheduled
performances on the stage.
In the large circular open hall Joan and Pat Walker set up the
International Dolphin Watch stall laden with goodies from the
IDW Shop normally available by mail order only. Horace Dobbs
occasionally entertained some of their customers and himself by
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playing the didgeridoo between giving presentations on Dolphin Healing in the lecture rooms
outside the main arena which was packed with stalls offering a huge variety of products and
demonstrations ranging from reiki and aromatherapy to dowsing with crystals.
By mutual agreement the events leading to the closure of the festival were joggled around. They
started with Horace on the stage asking the seated audience to close their eyes and journey with him
under the sea to the sound of his Ocean Drum . Then, with Eshua providing a sound backdrop,
Horace told the story of how Dilo, the eponymous hero of his series of dolphin books for children,
discovered how to use sonar. Dilo called it his magic sound when he discovered that by
mimicking sonar signals he could send sound pictures to his mother. Horace also told how Dilo
knew his mother s spirit was always around him after she died. Dilo would look into the sky at
night and see her in the Dolphin Constellation of stars, which we humans can also see if we look
into the heavens on a cloudless night.
The feeling that something special was about to happen was enhanced when the world-renowned
flautist Tim Wheater and his partner, Natalie Shaw, who has an enchanting, mesmerising voice,
joined Horace and Eshua on the stage and they all
played together.
After that the sounds reached new peaks when Scott
Jasper arrived with drums and other instruments
from his Dragonfly Moon stand. Members of the
audience who could borrow or already had musical
instruments then joined in.
Two other didge players joined Eshua and Horace
and all four fed their didgeridoo sounds into the
same microphone on the stage. The effect was
stunning.
When the music reached a crescendo, The Urban
Gypsies, a group of over 20 female dancers from
Manchester wearing colourful costumes, swept in
from the back of the hall, twirling and chanting at the
tops of their voices. As they passed by they
persuaded members of the audience to loose their
inhibitions and join in their exotic dance.

Eshua - Australian Aboriginal
Didgeridoo Healer

By the time the music and dancing reached its pulsating climax stallholders at the back of the hall
were standing on chairs to get a better view and cheering. Many of the audience held their mobile
camera phones aloft to record the unfolding scene.
When the music came to an abrupt stop cries of More, More and Encore, roared from the
enthralled audience.
Natalie Shaw took the lead and stopped the performers leaving the stage for one final burst of sound
and music the like of which could never before have echoed round the huge Victorian domed
ceiling.
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When the performers eventually left the stage they were given a standing ovation by the ecstatic
crowd and a generous Thank You from the Master of Ceremonies to all concerned for providing
such an electrifying climax to a wonderful weekend. He also announced that the next Health and
Healing Festival, which will be attended by Horace Dobbs, Tim Wheater, Natalie Shaw, Dragonfly
Moon and didgeridoo virtuoso Ken Shapley plus many others will be held in the Pavilions of
Harrogate in The Great Yorkshire Showground on 22nd- 23rd September 2007 from 10am to 6pm.
Festival organisers: Ruth, Neil, Fern and Kath www.mbsfestivals.co.uk Tel: 01405 704180/769875
Contacts
Eshua: http://www.eshua.com.au Email mailto:ashley@eshua.co.au
Tim Wheater: www.timwheater.com
Scott Jasper: www.dragonflymoon.co.uk
Urban Gypsies: www.zehara.co.uk
Horace Dobbs: www.dolphinfriend.com
Ken Shapley: Email mailto:kenshapley@hotmail.com

Friend of IDW and Ebay come to the rescue
Sweet music was played from the roof tops in Johannesburg!
by Sonya
My husband Dave had put my Dad's piano
accordion on e-bay for sale. Julia Emailed him and
asked if she could make a cash offer and collect it,
as she was going to Africa to meet up with a bunch
of musicians who formed a band together. The
musicians made their own instruments out of
scrap. They had called Julia at very short notice to
ask her to find a piano accordion for them (which
of course could be an impossible task to find in
Africa but easier in UK). Julia was then in a panic
to find a piano accordion in 2 weeks. She was
attracted to my piano accordion because it was
advertised as a family heirloom and we wanted it
to go to a good home. Well what better home could
it have than to go to Africa to a chap that plays it
and appreciates it like it is his best friend!
So to cut a long story short, we sold it to Julia at a
cheap price and she came to meet us. Then I
discovered that in her spare time she has helped a
village football team in Africa, by providing them
with football kit. She also discovered an amazing
musician in a village and brought him to England
to play at festivals and gigs. (He hadn't even been out of his village let alone Africa!) So she is quite
an amazing woman and is very interested in becoming a Friend of IDW.
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Note from Julia to Sonya
I want to add that your act of
kindness and the fact I found
YOU and your big heart out
of hundreds of accordions
advertised on Ebay, made the
difference to somebody s life
in Africa. The new owner of
the accordion Josepha,
comes from Lesotho and is a
shepherd. A very humble,
fabulous man. The accordion
was permanently attached to
him during my time in South
Africa. He was like a tortoise
wearing a shell. He played it
like a dream. And it has
(fingers crossed) landed him
a job at South Africa s main
theatre - the Market Theatre, when he will be performing in one of their forthcoming productions.
He will feel like a millionaire when he takes home a good salary for 3 months. The accordion got
him noticed. So big, big thanks to you Sonya.

We can t save the world but we can all make a difference to somebody s life.
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CONSERVATION

Eco Reports from the International Whaling
Commission Annual Meeting
http://www.earthisland.org/immp/ECO2006/issue1.html

Australian Research:
Lethal Whaling a Sham
Australia has developed an extensive research protocol with results that prove Japan's and Iceland's
lethal scientific research whaling is simply not necessary.
The 10-year research program of Antarctic marine ecosystems was conducted by Australian experts
without any killing of whales, yet shows detailed scientific evidence on the role of whales, their
food habits, and other aspects of the ecosystem. The Australian research closely mimics the goals of
Japan's so-called "scientific" whaling.
"(Our research) demonstrates once and for all, if it needed to be demonstrated, that the so-called
scientific programs of the countries like Japan, Norway and Iceland, are a sham," stated Senator Ian
Campbell, Australian Environment Minister. Campbell noted that his government would supply
Japan, Iceland, and Norway with the research data and results from the studies.
Campbell noted: "It needs to underscore to all of the people of the world, the IWC and everybody
else in the world, the incredible importance of whale conservation and the fact that destroying them
is in fact not science, not justified and worse, it's done in the name of science."
But Hideki Moronuki of the Japanese Fishery Agency responds: "But as Japan repeatedly
explained-that in order to establish an appropriate management scheme for whaling, we need both
lethal and non-lethal research."
Japan's whaling is a sham to keep commercial whaling viable.

Marine Experts urge action to protect dolphins
We are all being urged to eat more fish and those who love dolphins know that fishing is one of the greatest
threats dolphins face - from accidental capture in nets and the removal of their food source. Everyone wants to
protect dolphins and it is important that conservationists and fishermen should come together in a nonconfrontational way to resolve this issue.

At an event held on May 22, at a presentation evening hosted by Marine Connection and The
Wildlife Trusts at the Royal Plymouth Corinthian Yacht Club, in Plymouth. In The South West
Dolphin Report, Dr Goodwin said there are "nationwide implications". The Report recommended a
number of urgent actions to save the dolphins including the use of acoustic alarms on fishing nets,
known as pingers, that emit warning sounds every few seconds to alert nearby animals to the
presence of bottom-set gill and tangle-nets. It also calls for research into why dolphins and
porpoises get caught in fishing nets and for a scheme to allow necropsies to determine the cause of
death of those washed ashore."
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Marine Connection has alerted International Dolphin Watch
to the capture of 20 dolphins in the Solomon Islands.

Following another illegal dolphin capture in 2003 where
several of the animals were exported to a captive facility
in Mexico, a ban was put in place by the Solomon Islands
Government; however it appears this ban covers only the
export of dolphins from the islands and does not include
captures destined for the local market.
The charity needs only five minutes of your time to
help release the recently captured dolphins.
For further information, please click onto the link below
and Email the Prime Minister of the Solomon Islands
expressing your concern that these captures have been
allowed to proceed despite the ban, and urge the Solomon
Islands government to demand the immediate release of
the captured dolphins.
http://www.marineconnection.org/news/general/captivity_SI_captur
es_June07.htm
Liz Sandeman
Director of Operations
The Marine Connection
http://www.marineconnection.org/
Reg. UK charity no. 1062222
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BOTTOM TRAWLING
BBC Press Coverage of Bottom Trawling Agreement
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/sci/tech/6627425.stm
A quarter of the world's oceans will be protected from fishing boats, which drag
heavy nets across the sea floor, South Pacific nations have agreed.
The landmark deal will restrict bottom-trawling, which experts say destroys coral reefs and stirs
up clouds of sediment that suffocate marine life.
Observers and monitoring systems will ensure vessels remain five nautical miles from marine
ecosystems at risk.
The South Pacific contains the last pristine deep-sea marine environment.
It extends from the Equator to the Antarctic and from Australia to the western coast of South
America.
The high seas encompass all areas not included in the territorial sea or in the internal waters of a
country.
'Precautionary measures'
The agreement reached in the coastal town of Renaca in Chile will come into force on 30
September.

It will close bottom-trawling areas where vulnerable marine ecosystems are known or are
likely to exist, unless a prior assessment is undertaken and highly precautionary
protective measures are implemented.
The delegation from New Zealand, whose fishermen are responsible for 90% of bottom-trawling
in the South Pacific high seas, said the restrictions would "severely constrain" its fishing vessels.
"Because of the cost implications of the necessary research and assessment and observer
requirements, it may even have the effect of putting an end to bottom-trawling," it said.
The Deep Sea Conservation Coalition, an alliance of leading environmental and conservation
groups, welcomed the agreement.
"This is a major step forward in the protection of biodiversity on the high seas," Matthew Gianni,
a spokesman for the group, said.
Mr Gianni said the deal was the first step taken towards implementing a UN resolution passed in
December, which urged the adoption of unilateral "precautionary measures" to ensure bottomtrawlers do not cause significant damage.
"This is the most significant meeting of fishing nations since the UN General Assembly
resolution and it has done what the resolution required.
"It can be done, it has been done, and it's time for all countries to do the same in all other ocean
regions."
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In addition to the weighted nets and rollers, which crush
coral reefs, bottom-trawling targets slow-growing species of
fish, such as orange roughy, which take decades to reach
breeding age.
Such species are especially vulnerable to overfishing because
the population replenishes itself very slowly.
Last November, leading scientists warned there would be no
sea fish left in 50 years if current practices continued.

Because of the cost
implications of the necessary
research and assessment and
observer requirements, [the
agreement] may even have the
effect of putting an end to
bottom-trawling
New Zealand delegation

Further information can be seen on the DEEP SEA CONSERVATION COALITION web site:
http://www.savethehighseas.org/
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NEWS CUTTINGS
THE TIMES Wednesday June 20 2007
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THE TIMES Wednesday June 20 Cont.
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Dilo and the bottlenose boyo of Cardigan Bay
Horace offered the following letter to THE TIMES following the item which we
reported on page 23 in our June 2007 Newsletter.
Sir, I offer a few nuggets of information that may have slipped past Helen Nugent who in her article
in THE TIMES on May 18 2007 reported that when the Bottlenose dolphins in Cardigan Bay swim
across the Irish Sea for a chat with their Irish counterparts they communicate in their own dialect of
Welsh whistles.
In his book The Dolphin Cousin to Man by Robert Stenuit, published in 1969, the author points out
that the range of frequencies employed by the dolphin to formulate his messages is phenomenally
wide (from 2,000 to 170,000 cycles per second), while ours by comparison is very limited (16 to15,
000 cycles per second) . From this it is apparent that most sounds made by dolphins are ultrasonic
and therefore outside the range of human hearing. But they do include the frequency band used for
scanning foetuses in pregnant women.
We know that dolphins use their SONAR to search for fish hidden under the seabed. Thus the use
of sound by dolphins goes well beyond that of basic human language. With brains as large and
arguably more highly evolved than those of humans it is certain that over a course of millions of
years of evolution the dolphins would have experimented with and explored a host of different ways
of using their unique sound generating abilities. In this process, like humans, they would have
developed an ability to mimic sounds. It doesn t therefore require too much of a stretch of
credibility to argue that dolphins send ultrasonic sound pictures to one another. Which begs the
question Do dolphins need language when they have an ability to transmit sound images to one
another, plus the mental capacity to interpret it?
I would argue that they don t.
In fact I would go a step further and suggest that the manner in which we use spoken language
compared with the ultrasonic messages dolphins send to one another is akin to comparing a Morse
telegraph with a cell phone.
Proving this Magic Sound hypothesis poses an enormous challenge for my fellow scientists. That
doesn t mean it s not true. But it does mean that we ve got a long way to go before we can decipher
just what the Welsh dolphins are communicating to their fellow Bottlenose dolphins off Ireland.
HORACE DOBBS, International Dolphin Watch, East Yorks. HU14 3ET

In his book Dilo and the Call of the Deep
author Horace Dobbs offers an alternative
explanation for what he refers to as Dilo s
Magic sound.
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3

Dilo s magic power

There were times when the sea became cloudy and Dilo could not see very far
underwater. He soon discovered that this did not matter because he had a very special
magic power. It told him what was in front of him, even when he could not detect it
with his eyes. Dilo would make a sound that only dolphins can make and send it out
into the sea; then he would listen. When the sound came back it was like an echo but
different, and told him what was there. The sound echoed so quickly it was almost
like switching on a powerful torch in the darkness. So special was his magic power
that it also told him what things were made of and what was inside them.

From the moment Dilo was born his mother talked to him. She did not use words, or
sentences, or anything like human speech, so it would be correct to say she
communicated with him. Sometimes she would use sound pictures. When she saw a
fish, Dilo s mother would send out a sound beam and the echo would give her a sound
picture. If she wanted to tell Dilo about the fish she would mimic the echo and he
would see the fish as if with his own magic sound beam. Slowly Dilo learnt how to
make sound pictures himself. That was just one of the things he was learning as he
grew up. There were many more.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Anthologie des dauphins et des baleines
(Dolphin and Whales Anthology)
This book in French is by Christel Leca
Delachaux et Niestlé, Paris, 2007, 300 pages, 28 euros, www.delachauxetniestle.com
The biggest living animal the whale, and the most interesting to man of the wild animals, the
dolphin, live in our imagination like they live in the oceans: furtively, symbolically, supremely.
Tricky, with a good sense of humour, sensual and powerful, they might be the only salvage (rather
free) animals which have in the same time fascinated, frightened and loved human kind.
This anthology invites us to travel in the story of dolphins, whales and men. A story where legends
are inspired of reality and reality looks like legends. It makes a whirl of funny, touching, surprising
and instructive narrations.
All over the world, from the Antiquity to our days, Christel Leca selected the best of tales, legends,
stories, novels and investigations. She draws a portrait of cetaceans, seen by men and related by
him. This makes a portrait, under the influence of men, of course, of creatures, which, in many
ways look like us...
Since ten years, Christel Leca meets dolphins and whales, aboard the sailing ship of Participe
Futur, an association created to protect them in the Mediterranean. After literary studies, she is a
specialist of environmental communication and works for NGO, companies and institutions,
publishers, shows and state services, like the Institute Français de l'Environnement, the
Conservatoire du littoral. Nowadays, she writes also books and articles.
Contents:
Genesis: To the beginning of the world - The planet's support - Mutual creations - The
original dolphins.
The Great War: The commercialisation of whale oil - Moby Dick - A hunt hunts another Dying traditions - The war is over?
The Heart Guardians: Human saved from drowning - Justs' justice - Cetaceans, our friends
- Healer dolphins - Cetacean's friends - War assistants - Conversation with angels.
Homo Cetus: Hail, Ocean! - Cetaceans and ideal - The perfect lover - Into whale's belly From the ideal mother to the universal one - Birth, rebirth... - Men's future.
The book in French can be bought on www.amazon.fr
Anthologie des dauphins et baleines
Christel Leca
Delachaux et Niestlé,
304 pages,
28 euros, en librairies à partir du 7 juin.
www.delachauxetniestle.com
Christel is featured in THE YEAR OF THE DOLPHIN web site
on: http://www.yod2007.org/en/NewsEvents/index.html
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NEW BOOK
By Harold W. Becker
Dear Friends
I continue to receive such warm and inspiring emails from people around the world who are enjoying my newest book,
Unconditional Love - An Unlimited Way of Being. Thank you all for your kind expressions and enthusiastic response.
This unique and timely book represents nearly two decades of my personal adventure,
research and practical application of unconditional love. It is also the basis for the inspiration
that started The Love Foundation in 2000. In each chapter, I share my passion with you, the
reader, to better understand the simple awareness of universal love and how it is a natural
part of every moment. To move beyond fear and doubt allows one to identify with self
confidence and inner truth while experiencing more joy, personal freedom and balance in
life. When we unconditionally embrace and accept ourselves, we experience a new world
filled with love, wisdom and power. There is no secret to unconditional love and it is always
present in limitless abundance.

FREE US Shipping
June 20 through July 4th
Two weeks only! FREE US Shipping and Handling with each book purchased (a savings of $4.95)
You only pay the cover price of $16.95
For further information see: http://www.thelovefoundation.com/unconditional_love.htm

FRIENDS NEWS
My encounter with Horace and the Dolphins
By Carol Omer
In 1988 I met Horace Dobbs in a small town just outside of the place where I was born in Hull, Yorkshire.
My family left England in the mid 1960 s and my trip back there in my late 20 s was a part of larger journey
of the spirit that many of us are called to at some time in our life. I was traveling across the world but the
journey was really an inner one and I met some wonderful people and inspiring teachers along the way. I had
contacted Horace from London after reading his magical book, Follow a Wild Dolphin and he warmly
accepted my request to meet with him when I got to Yorkshire. The week I arrived, he happened to be giving
a public talk in Hull and after a lovely afternoon tea my friend Stella and I were delighted to be Horace s
book-sellers for the evening.
In the two years leading up to my travels I had been connecting with Dolphins and to be in the company of
such a well-traveled and knowledgeable Dolphin elder enriched both my connection and my time back in
the town where I was born. Thank you Horace for opening your heart to us on that sunny winters day almost
20 years ago!
Here in Adelaide South Australia we are very fortunate that the Dolphins have made their home in the Port
River. You can read about them here: http://www.nhavenr7.sa.edu.au/webquest/
When Jackie invited me to share my reflections in the Friends of IDW magazine, a story came to mind about
a Dolphin meditation I did a few years ago and the message I received from a beautiful young male. In the
meditation we were guided through music and imagery to a place deep under the sea. I was visited by a
young male Dolphin who was very excited to share something with me. He swam to a kind of underwater
white board, beckoning me to follow and once we were in front of the big white screen the word Dolphin
appeared as an acronym....
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D.O.L.P.H.I.N.
D~ivine
O~rder
L~ight
P~eace
H~armony
I~n
N~ature...
I was brimming with joy after this meditative encounter and knew it was confirmation of what many of us
already know that these magnificent aquatic brother and sisters are our teachers and healers who dance
with excitement when humans enter into their magical world both physically and in the energetic realm.
When the humans have the right intent of course
I shared my magically instructive experience with the group once we returned from the deep-sea and I was
quite taken aback by the woman next to me, who came back from her meditation very upset.
Apparently her Dolphin lead her into a shipwreck full of the skeletons of those who were lost on board. I
sensed she had deep grief issues that were brought to the surface through her Dolphin encounter.
What that taught me is that we can access the Wisdom of the Dolphin to explore our deeper self and as the
angels of the sea" that they are, they will bring guidance and insight at a very deep and personal level if
we believe.
It has been a great pleasure to reflect on my brief encounter with Horace and the seeds of knowledge and
wisdom he planted in my heart all those years ago and I wish you all a wonderful D.O.L.P.H.I.N. day!
Carol Omer
My blog
http://carolom.wordpress.com

News from Angie Gullen in Mozambique
http://www.dolphin-encountours.co.za/
Dolphin greetings from a slightly chilly Ponta do Ouro. It s the wind that s the killer on the boat; the water still
remains warm at an average of 23 degrees.
Contacts have been fantastic with our finned friends, close encounters too many to mention. Whalesharks,
mantas, spinner dolphins and the odd humpback whale have all graced us with their humbling presence. Oh! A
hippo too found home in the bay for just under a day, fortunately he moved off before authorities could have
their way! Initially sighted footprints on the beach suggested he had been in the area for about a week.
Our dolphin residents are doing well, with many youngsters around who still have faint fetal lines indicating
their young age. A lot of our old ladies have calved and our population certainly seems stable. We have had a
number of close inwater observations in Ponta Bay, now that the jet skis and boat traffic has subsided after the
busy times. We have however on a number of occasions noted not only recreational boats, but also dive boats
harassing the dolphins. Only yesterday a local dive operator was seen circling a pod of dolphins together with a
jet ski. A couple of weeks prior 2 boats (one dive boat and the temporary dolphin tour operator) from the resort
north of us were photographed about to drop 2 boat loads in at once some 25 people! International law is law;
you are not allowed to approach cetaceans within 100mt. You are not allowed to enter into the water with
cetaceans unless permitted by local authorities. Cetaceans are protected by international law.
The 18th May saw us in awe of three humpback whales, one of whom came directly at us with purpose. The
day just oooozed cetacean energy after spending 20 minutes in the close company of Cheeky and his posse of
male associates. Energy was one of complete joy and awe, where each person was able to connect with the
essence of that being!
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Another stranding took place on the 2nd of June; Harry was out on a launch and saw the stranded whale from
the boat. Angie received the call at about 08h30 and after waiting for permission to drive on the beach arrived
on the scene at 9ish to assess the situation. The whale was unfortunately dead, so nothing could be done for the
animal. Initially it was thought to be a southern bottlenose whale; however colleagues with more experience in
whales have hence identified it as a Longmans beaked whale, a very rare species that is seldom seen in the wild
with knowledge only from strandings.
Essence Research Tour
The next Essence is the 9-14th of September 2007 and is limited to 6 guests.
Beach Clean ups
Our volunteers from All-Out Africa now run monthly beach clean ups with the local school kids. Not only does
this give them the opportunity to spend some hours on the beach, but also offers them educational information
about the marine environment. Vols together with the lifeguards presents a visual Portuguese presentation on
coral reefs, pollution and how they can help save our planet.
International Beach Clean up day is around the 15 September 2007, however as we have a long weekend at the
end of September we have scheduled our Beach and Bush clean up for the weekend of the 4-7th October. For
those of you that would like to assist us, assist Ponta, we will be running a Beach and Bush Clean-Up tour that
will include dolphin trips, 2 dinners and brunches for R2800 p/p. It is hoped that we can get many people to
assist us in this cause.
Dolphin swims
Jabu is now one of our most sought after dolphin swim facilitators and shares his love of the dolphins with
guests he guides in the water. We have had many positive results from his permanent placement on the dolphin
boat and it has been heart warming for me to witness his conscious shift while working with the dolphins. It is
an important fact to always remember that if it were not for the local Mozambiqueans we would not be half as
successful. Our staff jump at the opportunity of coming on the boat and even one of our boat guys Olidio made
me smile as I witnessed a close circle swim with him and one of our finned friends .making a difference is
what counts!
Dolphin Weekend
Dr Jason Cressey will be hosting an interesting dolphin weekend in January 2008 where dolphin tales, myths
and folklore will be addressed. Jason is the Author of the soon to be published Once upon a Tide , that covers
an in-depth look at dolphins and whales in the past. For those that are tired of the norm this tour is one that
offers insight into the legends of cetaceans and the relevance of these in today s life.
Please ensure your bookings are directed to mailto:info@dolphin-encountours.co.za Angie can be contacted
directly for research and conservation issues on mailto:delphicenter@mweb.co.za and does not handle
bookings for tours or accommodation.
For further details of our Dolphin Eco-Programmes, please see http://www.dolphinencountours.co.za/welcome.php?cxl=1
Okay, that s our news for now! See you in Ponta.
For the love of Dolphins
Angie Gullen and The Dolphin Team!
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Dolphin Fiesta in Germany
(English will be the conference language)

Einladung zur
FIESTA-GAIA 2007
ZEIT FÜR ERFAHRUNG ZEIT FÜR AUSTAUSCH ZEIT FÜR BEWUSSTSEIN
Die Fiesta-Gaia ist ein einmaliges Zusammentreffen namhafter internationaler Künstler und
Wissenschaftler aus den bereichen Heilung, Schamanismus, Delfinforschung und menschliche
Entwicklung.
HEILUNG PIONIERE ALTE WEISHEIT
Die Fiesta besteht aus mindestens 10 Vorträgen und Workshops bei denen die Teilnehmer
interagieren können um Wissen weiterzugeben und ein Netzwerk gegenzeitiger Unterstützung
zu knüpfen.
LEBEN FREUDE ENERGIE
Abgerundet wird des ganze durch meditativ-tranzendentale Musik und Tanz, einer
Diskussionsrunde der Ehrengäste, Kunstausstellung und Buchpräsentation.

Weitere Infos und Tickets unter:
www.fiesta-gaia.net

OCEAN S ESSEN CE OCEAN COLLECTI ON
For the full brochure and prices contact Michelle Sachs
Email: mailto:michelle@oceansessence.com
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Invitation from Fiona, Dolfunswims
http://www.dolfunswims.com/
Your blissful summer vacation is just around the corner!
Come join us in Bimini the week of July 8th for an exciting week of sun, fun and dolphins!
We only have a few spaces left on this trip. This is a modified program week for only $950!!
The cost includes five hotel nights and five dolphin trips.
Together we will connect with the dolphins for a heart-to-heart experience.
We also have space available for our August adventure. If you enjoy practicing yoga, join us
at our beautiful location for the week of August 12th with Lois Hitt!
Please contact us with any questions or to sign up!
We hope to see you soon!
With much light and dolphin joy
Fiona

Come fill your heart with dolphin
joy!!
www.dolfunswims.com
Email:
mailto:dolfunswims@comcast.net
Other dolphin programmes around the world can be seen in the
International Dolphin Watch At a Glance Guide online at:
http://www.dolphinfriend.com/html/at_a_glance_guide.html
Dear Friends
I found this very inspiring:

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION SAFE COAST
RESOLUTION
by Michael T. Hyson, Ph.D
To honor the United Nation s initiative that resulted in their declaration of 2007 as The Year of
the Dolphin the California Coastal Commission herein resolves that:
WHEREAS, the California Coastal Commission recognizes dolphins and whales as a LIVING
CULTURAL RESOURCE that benefits the tranquillity, beauty and environmental health enjoyed
by humans, and holds that their best, highest role is as a living cultural resource to be seen, listened
to, communicated with and studied respectfully and harmoniously for what knowledge or wisdom
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they may impart; and
WHEREAS, dolphin researcher Dr. John C. Lilly and others, including the Cetacean
Commonwealth have proposed that the United Nations at last recognize the Cetacea as aware,
intelligent, sentient beings entitled to our global protection and respect and who are entitled to the
same rights and privileges as are human beings, and
WHEREAS, the City of Malibu, California has already declared its coastline a "shared
human/Cetacean habitat" where the rights of the Cetaceans and the humans to a clean environment
and proper treatment are already established, and WHEREAS, California can be a model for planet
friendly communities everywhere, where people, Cetaceans, the Earth and nature are all honored,
THEREFORE we declare California and its coastlines are now officially recognized as a
Human/Cetacean Community, a community shared between the Cetacea and humans and THAT
the California coast is a sanctuary for the Cetacean cultures and the humans that choose to interact
with them
The whole resolution can be seen under: http://www.planetpuna.com/CCC/index.html
Birgit Baader
New Zealand

THE DOLPHIN SONG
Trusting and caring, so gently they re
sharing
A pathway to peace, if we ll make the
start.
Bringing a hope that s true, joy there for
me and you.
Open the door and let love in your heart.
Then all across the world, their joy of
life will ring
Filling us with the laughter, and
happiness that they bring.
THE DOLPHIN SONG has been created to
spread love, joy and peace throughout the
world and to raise finances to help special
needs families through Operation Sunshine
Family Therapy Programmes.

Remembering sunset skies, grateful tears
fill my eyes
Knowing there s choice in the way we
live

TO PLAY THE SONG online and for
further information see:
http://www.operationsunshine.org/

A feeling of ecstasy, growing inside of me
Changing my life with this message they
give.
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Sh izu k o in vit e s you t o a h om e pa ge , j u st bor n , a bou t
a unique artist, Yuusuke Namihira, Okinawa, 21
years old. Look into the gallery, too
http://www.nifaiyou.com/.

His works will be exhibited soon (2/ August
through 9/ September in Leiden, Then to
Limburg, Holland. Then to
Winterthur, Switzerland from 26th of
October.)

Welcome to Ni Fai You, the world of Yuusuke Namihira, an autistic graphic artist from
Okinawa, Japan. Ni Fai You means "Thank you" in Ishigaki-Yaeyama dialect. Yuusuke
wants to let the world know that he is thankful that there are people out there who
recognized his talent and did everything possible to support him at doing what he is doing
best, drawing colourful, inspiring, delightful computer graphics.
At an early age Yuusuke from Yomitan (Nothern Okinawa), Japan was diagnosed with
autism. Communicating with him seemed difficult, but as he grew older Yuusuke found a
way to express himself. He started drawing pictures on paper. His elder sister noticed his
talent and taught him how to draw pictures with computer software. As soon as he had
figured out how to use the software himself, Yuusuke made some beautiful and
extraordinary drawings which his father used to give to customers of his noodle shop in
Yomitan. One day in 2002 one of these pictures was thrown away in a trash can at a
parking lot in Kyoda. On that same day Hatsue Shimoji from Urasoe was eating an ice
cream at that same parking lot and spotted the colourful drawing in that trash can when
she was about to throw away the last bit of her ice cream. This unique and colourful design
was exactly what she had been looking for. Hatsue needed a new design for labels for her
handmade products and started asking around who made this drawing. After a long time
searching she finally found her artist and made an appointment with Yuusuke in his
father s shop. Touched by his story and intrigued by his work, Hatsue decided to help
Yuusuke as much as possible to give him the opportunity to develop himself and let him
develop his drawings skills. Since that day in April 2002 Hatsue is Yuusuke's personal
caretaker.
Working at a small desk at Hatsue's place, Yuusuke made dramatic improvements not
only personally, but also artistically. His drawings appeared on covers of magazines, on
posters and in pamphlets. Yuusuke s advancements were not left unnoticed, he appeared
in newspapers, on Japanese national television and held several exhibitions in Naha and
Kyoto.
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INSPIRATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ANDREW PARKER

DolphCom, Australia
Nature
Every action has an equal and opposite reaction. A simple law of physics, forces or the to
and fro of our cosmos. Nature abhors a vacuum and therefore fills a vacuum immediately
on e is cr e a t e d. I look a r ou n d a t m y w or ld a n d I se e m a n y va cu u m s. Som e of m y
im m e dia t e cr e a t ion a n d ot h e r s m y colle ct ive cr e a t ion .
Last week we had a massive storm over 2 plus days, winds and rain in biblical
pr opor t ion s a n d e ve n a n Ar c la n de d on on e of ou r be a u t ifu l be a ch e s a s if t o load us all
on and float us to the promised land. So funny in our great brown land as we take our
weather in such extremes. Debilitating drought then massive 100 year flooding. I feel I
have missed the many years of balance we experience and the good years, and by the
way we have had many, and I only really become aware of the extreme events.
I am so proud of my fellow novocastrians (Newcastle dwellers) or Australians for that
matter. When we experience adversity everyone seems to pitch in. It brings the best out
in us, neighbors helping neighbors, strangers doing amazing things for each other.
Outpouring of understanding, connecting with each other, positive vibrations (thanks
BJ).
The order of nature and the order of our consciousness are connected. The secret tell us
that, the universal law of attraction shares with us the tools of awakening and our very
experience is created by me and you to practice and re- member the we have the very
gifts of creation in our own hands. The adversity we face each day, the mountains we
climb are the gifts of being alive and the very nature that can rip it all from us is another
aspect of which we are in physical form. It is the gift that allows us access to a deeper
dimension, created to transcend our paradigms and birth new ideas and concepts.
And that said now I know. I know who I am and I see many others re- membering who
they are, and what we are all really wanting becomes clearer and clearer. I look around
a t t h is w on de r I ca ll m y r e a lit y a n d I obse r ve m y n a t u r e a n d the nature of that which is
in my experience and when I am present, well then even the pain is joy.
In my observation, the dolphins I so love to be around and take others to be with mostly
eat, play and make love.
Toda y le t s you a n d I be m or e dolph in lik e. Play well with each other! Eat every moment
with relish, gusto and presence. Taste this life in all its myriad of flavors and textures
and finally make love to each other, for each other and in every moment of now.
In the words of a brother of mine NDW from Friendship with God
Pe ople a r e for e ve r ca llin g t h e good ou t com e s in life br e a k s, lu ck , se r e n dipit y, fa t e or
whatever. The bad outcomes hurricanes, tornados, earthquakes and sudden death we
ca ll a ct s of God .
Well I say they are all acts of God, th e bla ck a n d t h e w h it e of it , a n d t h a t you , I a n d t h e
fa t h e r / m ot h e r a r e t r u ly on e . So go for t h a n d cr e a t e t oda y a s on e w it h a ll t h a t is. Be lik e
t h e dolph in s a n d I ll se e you soon in W h a le Son g.
Much love
Andrew Eric Parker
16/6/2007
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Note from the Editor
Many people have asked if we could have more personal dolphin stories. Please tell us about your
own dolphin experiences and we will publish them in the Newsletter. We also have a place
reserved for them on the home page of the web site http://www.dolphinfriend.com/ .
A common theme in this month s Newsletter is the obvious joy that so often radiates when people
have been involved with dolphins. People have reported a more heightened spiritual awareness and
a need to DO something for the benefit of others and our planet. Talents such as art, music and
dance come to the surface spreading joy to all.
The words in THE DOLPHIN SONG (see page 32 of this Newsletter) were written by those on the
Team with me of Operation Sunshine and as I listen to the song now online, I realise even more
how true those words are Then all across the world their joy of life will ring, filling us with the
laughter and happiness that they bring . Friends of IDW all across the world are joining together to
do what they can to help others, our planet and bringing joy to many.
Registered Friends of International Dolphin Watch receive news and exchange information on a
host of topics. Friends of IDW can use the Newsletter to share stories about their personal dolphin
experiences, projects and fund raising events. They can also contribute to one of our most popular
website features - A World Wide Guide on where you can meet dolphins and possibly swim with
them.

PLEASE KEEP YOUR STORIES COMING

WE LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU.

Together we CAN and DO make a difference.
Registration to Friends of IDW can be made online at:
http://www.dolphinfriend.com/html/dolphin_shop.html
If you would like to advertise on www.dolphinfriend.com website, then Email our Webmaster
Terry Connell on mailto:terry.connell@ntlworld.com
Jackie Connell
Editor Friends of IDW Newsletter
Email: mailto:Jackie.connell@ntlworld.com
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